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Abstract 

This paper incorporates ambiguity and information processing constraints into a model of inter- 

mediary asset pricing proposed by He and Krishnamurthy (2012) and examine their implications 
for equilibrium asset prices. Specifically we assume that financial intermediaries (specialists) 

possess greater information processing capacity than households; consequently households opti- 
mally choose to delegate their investment decisions to specialists. In addition both households 

and specialists face model uncertainty due to their preference for robustness reflecting am- 

biguity about the risky asset return. The amount of model uncertainty due to robustness is 

endogenously determined by the pessimistic drift distortions. When the fundamental volatility 
increases so do the drift distortions and the amount of model uncertainty. These distortions 
produce heterogeneous beliefs because specialists become relatively pessimistic when volatility 
increases which tightens the capital constraint and accelerates the onset of a financial crisis. 
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i Introduction 

In a pair of influential papers, He and Krishnamurthy (2012, 2013; henceforth HK12, HK13, re- 

spectively) argue that for many assets it is misleading to characterize prices using household Euler 

equations. This is because many assets are not held by households. They are held by leveraged 

financial intermediaries. Although these intermediaries may be investing on behalf of households, 

the contractual relationships between them are plagued by a variety of frictions. In HK12, asym- 

metric information produces a moral hazard problem that leads to a capital constraint, requiring 
the intermediary to maintain a minimum degree of "skin in the game". HK12 and HK13 show 

that the effective stochastic discount factor becomes much more volatile, and that the nonlinearity 
induced by the constraint can account for observed state-dependent risk premia.' 

Although the work of He and Krishnamurthy has been influential, it has not gone unquestioned. 

The key premise of HK12,13 is that some securities are too "complex" for households to understand, 
so they delegate investment in these securities to specialists, whose actions cannot be precisely mon- 

itored. Cochrane (2017) questions how widespread and insurmountable this complexity problem 

really is:2 

"Furthermore, if there is such ari extreme agency problem, that delegated managers were 

selling during the buying opportunity of a generation, why do fundamental investors put 
up with it? Why riot invest directly, orfirid a better coritract?...So, im my view, iristitu- 

tiorial finance arid small arbitrages are surely important frosting ori the macro-finance 

cake, needed to get a complete description offinancial markets in times of crisis...But 
are they also the cake ?. . . Or can we understand the big picture of macro-finance without 

widespread frictions, and leave the frictions to understand the smaller puzzles, much as 

we conventionally leave the last 10 basis points to market microstructure. " by Cochrane 

(2017, pp. 963-64) 

In this paper, we argue that intermediary asset pricing is indeed "the cake" . We operationalize 
complexity by assuming that agents face limits on their ability to process information, giving rise 

to so-called Rational Inattention (RI) (Sims 2003) . Although there have been many applications 

of rational inattention to financial markets, these applications either abstract from heterogeneity 

in information-processing capacity, or assume that any differences are fixed and immutable.3 In 

contrast, we argue that trade in information-processing capacity is the raison d'etre of financial 

'Brunnermeier and Sannikov (2014) develop a macro model with the financial sector. See He and Krishnamurthy 

( 2018) for a recent survey on "intermediary asset pricing" 
2Perhaps in anticipation ofthis critique, HK13 confines their analysis to the market for mortgage-backed securities. 
3Sims (2006) criticizes applications of RI in finance, arguing that in most financial applications information is 

scarce and costly, so the relevant constraint is on the supply-side, not the demand-side. Kacperczyk et. al. (2018) 

argue that differences in information-processing capacity contribute to wealth inequality, but do not allow agents to 
buy and sell this information-processing capacity. 
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markets, and that when this trade is combined with the monitoring frictions of HK12, the scope of 

intermediary asset pricing models is greatly expanded. Although most households could manage 

their portfolios themselves, most choose not to do so. 

Another key ingredient of our analysis is the assumption that investment is subject to Knightian 

Uncertainty, or equivalently, ambiguity. Of course, this is not a new idea. Besides Knight (1921), 

Keynes (1936) argued that financial markets are by their very nature mechanisms for intermediating 
differences of opinion about ambiguous investment opportunities. However, it took many decades 

before this idea became operationalized in formal mathematical models. Our particular approach 

is based on the work of Hansen and Sargent (2008). Agents are assumed to have a (correctly 

specified) benchmark model of asset returns, which they distrust in a way that cannot be captured 
by a conventional finite-dimensional Bayesian prior. Rather than commit to a single model/prior, 
agents entertain a set of unstructured alternative models, and then optimize against the worst-case 

model. Since the worst-case model depends on an agent's own actions, agents view themselves as 

being immersed in a dynamic zero-sum game. Solutions of this game produce 'robust' portfolio 

policies. To prevent agents from being unduly pessimistic, in the sense that they attempt to hedge 

against empirically implausible alternatives, the hypothetical 'evil agent' who selects the worst- 

case model is required to pay a penalty that is proportional to the relative entropy between the 
benchmark model and the worst-case model. 

Incorporating robustness into intermediary asset pricing models is important for a couple of 

reasons. First, it delivers a natural source of heterogeneous beliefs. In contrast to Maenhout 

(2004), we do mot scale the entropy penalty parameter by the value function. Even with log 

preferences, a constant entropy penalty produces horizon effects in portfolio choice. In particular, 
the effective degree of ambiguity aversion depends on an agent's rate of time preference. Agents 

with a low rate of time preference are endogenously more ambiguity averse, since they care more 

about the future. Following HK12, we assume specialists are more patient than households, which 

in our model makes them more ambiguity averse. As a result, their pessimistic drift distortions are 

greater. This is important because it allows households to survive in the long-run, despite their 
greater impatience. In contrast, the model in HK12 does not possess a nondegenerate stationary 
equilibrium, which makes it difficult to evaluate empirically.5 

The second reason robustness is important is that it tightens the specialist's capital constraint, 
making crisis episodes more likely. The constraint binds when households want to invest in the 
risky asset, but specialists do not. We assume throughout that differences in channel capacity 

4Pagel (2018) also bases portfolio delegation on inattention. However, in her model inattention is not based on 

information processing limits, but rather on 'information avoidance' (Golman et. al. (2017)), which arises from from 

loss aversion. 
5HK13 remedies this defect by introducing nontradeable labor income. However, to keep the analysis tractable, 

they assume households live for a single-period and have a rather implausible bequest motive. HK12 note that when 
households are relatively impatient, their model can capture 'liquidation effects', in which asset values fall in response 
to financial disintermediation. 
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are sufficiently great that households choose to remain in the contract. This imposes an upper 
bound on the fee the specialist can charge.6 Because specialists are relatively ambiguity averse, 

they want to invest less in the risky asset. As a result, the constraint binds at higher levels of 

specialist wealth than without ambiguity. We inject cyclicality into this mechanism by assuming 

that dividend volatility is stochastic, and follows a 2-state jump process. In robust control models, 

pessimistic drift distortions "hide behind" objective risk. When volatility increases, it becomes 

more difficult to discriminate among models, and this endogenously makes ambiguity increase as 

well. Since specialists have a higher degree of ambiguity aversion, their relative pessimism increases 

during volatile periods, thus making it more likely that the economy will hit the capital constraint. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an ambiguity version of 

the He-Krishnamurthy model with information processing constraints. Section 3 solves the model, 

and discusses the theoretical implications of ambiguity for the risk-free rate, the risk premium, and 

the market price of risk in general equilibrium. Section 4 calibrates the model parameters and 

examines the model's quantitative implications. Section 4 concludes. 

2 An Intermediary Asset Pricing Model with Ambiguity and Information- 
Processing 

2.1 Model Specifications 

Our benchmark model in this paper is based on HK12. Specifically, we assume that the dividend 

of the risky asset is governed by a geometric Brownian motion with stochastic growth rate gt and 

constant volatility a: 

=gtdt+adZt (1) 

where Zt is a standard Brownian motion. The return of the risky asset is defined as: 

Dtdt + dPt 
dRt = = /R,tdt + aR,tdZt, (2) 

Pt 

where Pt is the risky asset price, /iR,t is the expected return, and aRt is the volatility of the risky 

asset. The riskless asset is in zero-net supply, and has an interest rate rt. We define the risk 

premium as: 7R,t /'R,t - rt. 
The key assumption in this paper is that the expected growth rate g is unobservable to the 

agents, but follows a (known) mean reverting process: 

dgt = Pg ( - gt) dt + agdZL (3) 

6j contrast, in HK12, where households have no ability to opt out, intermediation fees actually imerease during 
crises. 
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where Z captures innovations to the growth rate that are not correlated with the dividend process. 

Furthermore, we assume that the agents only have finite channel capacity ì when learning the 
stochastic drift gt. Specifically, following Peng (2005), Kasa (2006), and Luo (2017), we adopt the 
noisy-information specification and assume that the investor observes only a noisy signal containing 

imperfect information about gt: 

dst = gtdt + a8dZ, (4) 

where Z is the noise shock and is a standard Brownian motion. The Kalman-Bucy filter for the 
above learning problem can be written as: 

and the Riccati equation is: 

dt (5) 
o- 

71 dt 
[a 

- - f + dt (6) 
a 

where t = t [gtIt] and t = t [(gt - t)2 It] are the conditional mean and variance, respectively, 

and dt and d are innovations corresponding to (1) and (3). 

To model rational inattention (RI) due to finite capacity, we follow Sims (2003) and impose the 
following constraint on the investor's information-processing ability: 

7- (gt+tIt) -7- (gt+tIt+t) 
where ì is the investor's information channel capacity; H (gt+tIt) denotes the entropy of the state 
prior to observing the new signal at t + At; and 7-i (gt+tIt+t) is the entropy after observing the 
new signal. ì imposes an upper bound on the signal/noise ratio - that is, the change in the entropy 
- that can be transmitted in any given period. The Kalman gain is constrained by the agent's 
channel capacity, which limits the rate of learning. 

1 - < tz j = {s, h} . (7) 
2o 

where the superscripts s and h denote the specialist and the household throughout the paper. Since 

the constraint will always be binding, we can rewrite the agent-specific Kalman filter as: 

where is governed by: 

d (8) 
a a8 

d = 
(a _ 

2pg _ 
2 2t) dt. (9) 
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2.2 The Agent's Problem under Full-Information Rational Expectations 

We consider an infinite horizon continuous-time Lucas (1978)-type model in which the economy is 

populated by two types of agents, specialists and households. There are two assets in the economy: 

one risky asset and one risk-free asset. The risky asset represents complex assets that require some 

expertise and information processing capacity. We assume the market is incomplete due to limited 

market participation as Basak and Cuoco (1998) , where only specialists who own the intermediaries 

can invest into the risky asset. Households can purchase channel capacity from specialists and make 

investments through intermediaries. Households thus face the decision to allocate portfolio between 

purchasing equity from intermediaries and the riskless short term bond. Figure 1 shows the market 
structure of the economy where the intermediary sector is indicated in the middle block. 

Specialist (Wt T riskiess 
Wealth iTt 

Na i (ßtE 
Kt Intermediary Capital T (1 _ ßt)E Ft 

- h 

,/ 1 i - F[ 

Household 
{h T riskiess Wealth 

Figure 1: Market Structure and Intermediation Relationship 

The total wealth of the specialist is Wt and the household wealth is W. Households choose 

to buy the channel capacity from the specialist by paying an intermediation fee Kt. Households 

allocate T/l to purchase intermediary equities and the remaining fraction is used to buy riskless 

bonds. Intermediaries absorb in sum T/ funds from households T/l and specialists Tt, allocate a 

fraction ct to the risky asset and 1 - ct to the riskless bond. Assuming there is no short-selling 

constraint for the intermediary, we expect ct to be larger than 1, i.e., specialists use leverage. 

In this case, specialists invest more than total intermediary capital into risky equity and borrow 

( ct - 1) Tt1 from the bond market. The total risky asset position or intermediary's dollar exposure 

in risky asset is 4. Through an affine contract developed by HK12, ¡3t e [O, 1] is the share of 

returns going to specialists and 1 - ¡3t to households. Thus, at time t, the specialist bears a total 
risk exposure of t = ¡3t and the household is offered an exposure of (1 - /3t)E to excess return. 

We assume that the measure of households and specialists are normalized to one. Both are 

infinitely lived and have log preferences over consumption. Denote households (specialists) con- 
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sumption rate as C (Ce). The household's objective is to: 

r 

max If etlnCPdt] (10) 
{Ct,} 

while the specialist's objective is to: 

max f etlnCtdt (11) 
{Ct,Et,/3t} Jo 

where h and p denote the time discount rates for households and specialists, respectively. The 

dynamic budget constraints are 

and 

dW = E(dRt - rtdt) -ktEdt + Wrtdt -Cdt, (12) 

dWt = Et(dRt - rtdt) + max _i3t)kE* + Wtrtdt - Ctdt, (13) 

/3t 
[ ,11 

where kt is the exposure price that clears the intermediation market and qt = (')kt. 
Households obtain an exposure from the intermediary with an excess return indicated as the first 

term in the budget constraint, i.e., E(dRt - rtdt). Specialists bear a risky exposure t by putting 
their own wealth into the intermediary. In order to use the intermediation service, households 

pay an intermediation fee ktE Kt. The second term denotes the transfer from households to 

intermediary. The specialist chooses the optimal contract share ¡3t to maximize the intermediation 
fee. The third term is the risk-free interest earns by the household (specialist) on his own wealth. 

The last term is the consumption expense. The optimal exposure supply schedule is = if 

kt > O and e [, i] if kt = 0. The full-information rational expectations solutions for the 
above two maximization problems are: 

and 

cp* = phWl and Et 
R,t kt 

7TR,t 
c = pWt and E = --Wt. 

Now define the scaled specialist wealth as an aggregate state variable in the economy: 

wt Xt-. (14) 
Dt 

It is governed by the following stochastic process: 

dx = i',tdt + a,tdZt, (15) 
Xt 

where /x,t and are the endogenously determined growth rate and volatility. 
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2.3 Information-Processing and Ambiguity 

The novel feature of this paper is that we will explore an intermediation relationship between 

households and specialists when they have heterogeneous information processing capacities and 

a preference for robustness. Specifically, we assume the household and specialist have channel 

capacities h and t, where t1 < t. The corresponding signal/noise ratios of households and 

specialists are and t, respectively. Furthermore, assume agents in our economy do not know 

the true model governing the evolution of the economy, and incorporate model uncertainty due to 

robustness into their decision problems. Following Hansen and Sargent (2007) , we assume that when 

agents face model misspecifications, they take Equation (12) as the approximating model which 

is generated by the probability measure P. Assume the probability distribution in the distorted 
problem Q is absolutely continuous with respect to P. All the random variables and expectation 
operators for the robust problem below are defined on Q and J measurable. As argued in Anderson, 

Hansen and Sargent (2003) - henceforth AHS - the agents believe the approximating model is only a 

useful benchmark. However, they are concerned about the possibility that the approximating model 

is misspecified. In order to incorporate doubts about model specification, the agents conceive a 

class of models surrounding the approximating model, and make optimal decisions based on the 
range of possible models. 

The distorted model is 

= (g + avfl dt + adt, (16) 

where dt = dZt - i4dt. An endogenous perturbation v is introduced to parameterize the change 

of measure from P to Q. Under the distorted probability measure, the household problem becomes 

sup mOE] et [lnCP+ (vP)2] dt 
'00 

{,E}V O 

subject to (8), (9), and 

dW = [ER,t _ kt) + rtW - cP] dt + U/,t (vPdt + dZt) , (17) 

where U/,t UR,tEth. The household then solves the following HJB equation: 

phV = sup mf [ln C + VV + vaV + (vP)2] 
{C,E} V 

ri 
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where 

VV(, , W; Y) = Vw [ER,t - kt) + rtW - GP] + Vww(E)2a,t 

UR,t h + VwgE + VgPg 
( - 

+ 
L 

()2 
+ 2t] 

2 
gg 

o-2 o- 

+v [a_2P_ (h)2 +t. o-2 

j 

Solving first the infimization part yields v = _OhVwat. Substituting for v in the HJB 

equation gives: 
0h 

h y 2I (18) phV = sup [lnc + VV - Wj I 

{C,} L 

The following proposition summarizes the main results from the above model with: 

Proposition i Under robustness, the household's optimal consumption rule is: 

phWth (19) 

and the optimal risk exposure is: 
71R,t - ktwh (20) Et 
yha2 

and the distortion of the household is: 

0hEhaRt 
(21 

t ,h w/ 

where yh = 1 + Oh/ph is the effective coefficient of risk aversion for the household and 0h governs 

the degree of robustness. Household's value function takes the addictively separable form 

v(,,wth;Yth) = ln Wth+Fh yh 

where Fh (, ) and Y is a function of aggregate state xt and solves the following PDE system: 

i2 

PZFZ = Fpg ( - ) + + 2t) + F 
(a 

- 2pg - 4 -2t) = h (22) 
2 

lnph - 1 + yhftxt + hyh (R,t - kt)2 rt 
(23) t - 2phyha - 

Proof. See Appendix 5.1 for the derivations. 

We now turn to the specialist's problem. The specialist problem can be written as: 

J(t,t,Wt;Yt) = sup mOE f e [lnGt+ 
1 2 

{Ct,Et} 
Vt Jo 

(Vt) 
] 

dt 
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subject to (8), (9), and 

dWt = [Et7TR,t + (qt + rt)Wt - Ct] dt + aw,t (vtdt + dZt) (24) 

where ow,t = UR,tEt. The specialist solves the following HJB equation: 

1 21 pJ = sup mf [ln Ct + VJ + vtaw,tJ + 
{ Ct,} Vt [ 

where 

VJ(, Wt; Yt) = J [EtR,t + (qt + rt)Wt - Ct] + Jwwt UR,t + JwgEt + Jgg ( _ 2 2 

1 
7s2 s2 

+ Jgg + 2t) + J (a _ 2pg _ _ 2t) + ty,t 

Solving first the infimization part yields v = -OJaw,t. Substituting for Vt in the HJB equation 

gives: 

pJ = sup [lnCt + VJ - (avv,tJw)2] (25) 
{Ct,Et} 2 

The following proposition summarizes the main results: 

Proposition 2 Under robustness, the specialist's optimal consumption rule is: 

the optimal risk exposure is: 

arid the distortion of the specialist is: 

C = pWt, (26) 

* 7R,t Et= 2 
W1 (27) 

Y°R,t 

* OEtUR,t Vt-- 
, 

(28) 

where 'y = 1 + O/p is the effective risk aversion for the specialist arid O governs the degree of 

robustness. The specialist's value function takes the addictively separable form 

J(,,Wt;Yt) = lnWt+F(t,fl+Yt, 

where F (, ) arid Yt is a function of aggregate state xt arid solve the PDE system (22) (where 

i = s) and 

lnp - 1 + Yt'[tx,txt + t"t PYt _ 
rt 4,t 

(29) 
p 2p-ya 

Proof. See Appendix 5.1 for the derivations. 
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2.4 Steady State Solution 

In the steady state in which d>4 = O, we have: 

which implies 

+ 2a2 ( + Pg) - (aga)2 O, 

2 

[_ ( + Pg) + + pg)2 + (ag/a)2] (30) 

It is straightforward to show that 

d12[1+ t+Pg 
] 

< (31) 
dt tz + Pg + (Z/U2) 

that is, a higher channel capacity reduces the steady state conditional variance. In the steady state, 
(22) reduces to: 

z z_ z (- \ z 

P - gPgg-g) - gg0 

where z2 _ and is the steady state expected value of posterior mean dividend growth. 

Following the method proposed in Chen and Kohn (2011), the solution to the above PDE is of the 
form: 

Fz () = CiH (ig) + C2H (i)g) 
where v = pZ/pg and has the explicit form (see Appendix 5.2). We show that: (1) H is 

decreasing in pZ and (2) H is increasing in aZ. Since h > ps and t < pis, we have > > S and 
¿h < s, which imply that 

Fh 
() < F8 (a). 

That is, the specialist with higher channel capacity has higher steady state welfare than the house- 

hold. We then have the following participation constraint for the household: 

kF8()_F) >0. 

That is, whenever intermediary charges a fee lower than k, the household would like to use the 
higher information channel capacity. 

In the next section we will show that the equilibrium exposure in the constrained region is 

E = 1-Pt. Hence, the steady state exposure price is 

k=(1+n). (32) 

From equation (54), the equilibrium per exposure price is a decreasing function of xt: xt e 

[mp+pc1 . 

The maximum exposure price the household needs to pay is kmax U2 ( 
h) 
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In order to motivate the household to participate in the intermediary market, we assume the fol- 

lowing participation constraint holds: 

Proposition 3 The household's participation constraint satisfies 

k> kmax. (33) 

Ex post the household will purchase channel capacity from the specialist with higher capacity 

and delegate the portfolio decisions to the intermediary. The specialist becomes the only one who 

learn from the unobservable dividend growth. Afterwards, we drop the superscript in the filtering 

problem and denote the posterior mean and variance as jt and t. 

3 Theoretical Implications 

3.1 Constrained and Unconstrained Region 

The specialist's exposure supply is a step function: 

J' 
jE E[O,ïïiE], forany/ e[-,1] ifkt=O, 

i ÏTlE with i3t = * i ifO<kt<kmax. 

with E = ;:wt, and kt denotes the per-unit exposure price, which is the only determinant 

for optimal contract In contrast, the household's exposure demand is = W, which 

follows the risk sharing constraint < ïïiE . From Figures 2 and 3, it is clear that both the 
exposure supply and demand functions are influenced by the robust parameters O and 0h 

3.2 Market Equilibrium 

Here we provide a detailed definition of market equilibrium in our model economy: 

Definition 4 An equilibrium for the economy is a set of progressively, measurable price processes 

{Pt, rt, Rt} and {kt}, households' decisions {Cp*, El*}, and specialists' decisions {C, , 3} such 

that: 

1. Given the processes, decisions optimally solve (lo) and (11). 

2. The intermediation market reaches equilibrium with risk exposure clearing condition, 

h* 1-i3 * 
Et Et. (34) 

3. The stock market clears: 

E +E* = Pt. (35) 
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. The goods market clears: 
C+Cp*=Dt. (36) 

5. Trarisversality conditions satisfy: 

um [exp (_p't) V(W, t)] = O and um [exp (-pt) J(Wt, t)] = 0. (37) 
t-*oc L t-*oc 

In the constrained region (see Figure 2), the exposure suppuy is uess than demand, kt 0. 

The incentive-compatibiuity constraint is binding (3 = and the equity capitau constraint is 

binding (i.e., = JilEt), such that: 

R,t - ktwh R,t or W > ïiWt, (38) t = 

where ïi ïïi. In equiuibrium, the speciauist earns a rent for scarce intermediary service. When 

k increases, El* decreases, hence exposure demand drops. Househouds wouud not put auu their 
weauth into the intermediary, T/l ïiWt W, thus induces the financiau constraint for the 
intermediation. 

In the unconstrained region (see Figure 3), the exposure suppuy exceeds the demand. There 

exists an abundance of intermediary suppuy so that speciauists must set the intermediation fee to 

zero to attract auu the exposure demand from the househoud. In this case, the per-unit exposure price 

k is zero. The incentive-compatibiuity constraint is suack (/3 > as weuu as the risk-sharing 

constraint is suack (i.e., Eko < ï'iEt), such that 

'y °R,t Y°R,t 

where we assume risk premium 'irRt is positive. The risk-sharing constraint is transuated into the 
equity capitau constraint: 

Wth 

Intermediary earns higher exposure, so that househouds put auu the weauth into the intermediation, 
T/l=Wth. 

Robustness concerns change the binding conditions for the economy through the effective finan- 

ciau constraint ïi. When yh 
y 

(eh/e h/), ambiguity parameters don't change the financiau 

constraint, i.e., ïi = ïïi. However, as in HK12 and HK13, assuming the speciauist is more patient 
than the househoud, h > , 

the existence of ambiguity causes the effective financiau constraint to 

be scaued by reuative ambiguity aversion. Thus, speciauists become more constrained even if they 
face the same ueveu of ambiguity as the househouds, i.e., when 0h e, ñi < ïïi. Later we wiuu see 

in addition to the weauth distribution among househouds and speciauists, robustness parameters 
influence the equity capitau binding conditions as weuu as the conditions for whether the economy 
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is in the constrained region or not. This is similar to the role of the financial constraint. We incor- 

porate ambiguity into the financial constraint to make it "endogenous" by the agents' ambiguity. 

The effective financial constraint can also be treated as an "adjusted" financial constraint with the 
adjustment of = which is the relative ratio of effective ambiguity aversion between the 
household and specialist. Using ('f?), we have 

d'ri d'ñi i = - <O and -r > O. 
dO ry2 dO py 

From these results, we can see that O and 0h play opposite roles in determining ñi which captures 
the inverse of agency friction. 

3.3 Asset Pricing Implications 

The Equity Capital Constraint arid the Price-Dividend Ratio. Since bonds are in zero net supply, 

the asset market clears when aggregate wealth equals the market value of the risky asset, 

Wth+Wt=Pt. (39) 

In equilibrium, from the goods market clearing condition (36) and the optimal consumption rules 

of households and specialists, we have 

pWt + phW = Dt. 

The equilibrium price to dividend ratio can thus be written as: 

(40) 

i + /\pxt Pt_i -_+(i-4)x= 
h ' 

(4i) 

where Ap h Notice that robustness concerns do not have a first order effect on the price 

to dividend ratio. Robustness only indirectly influences it through a wealth effect. When the risk 

sharing constraint just starts to bind, the threshold level of the state x can be written as: 

El = JilEt, 

which means that PW _ mW Together with the equilibrium price/dividend ratio above yields: 7h 

i 

xc= . (42) 

When xt x, the economy is within the constrained region; otherwise, when xt > x, the economy 

is unconstrained. Agents are ambiguous, thus both the robust concerns from households and 
specialists influence the critical level of x through the effective financial constraint ñi. 
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Specialist's Portfolio Share. The specialist makes a portfolio choice to invest a share ct of the 
total equity T/ = Wt + T/l into the risky asset and the rest into the riskless bond. Thus, the total 
exposure is: 

= 

which yields the following implementation constraint: 

E+E* =t(Wt+Tth). (43) 

This implementation constraint requires the specialist to choose ct to reach the optimal risk expo- 

sure E . Households obtain the desired exposure by choosing how much wealth T/l to contribute 
to the intermediation. 

Proposition 5 Im unconstrained region, the share of the return is 

17-1 coristrast, im constrained region, 

¡3FT 

i - (44) 

/3t= 1ïïi (45) 

Proof: In the unconstrained case, per-unit exposure price is zero. Recall that the share of return 
contract ¡3t E/E. Since the robust concern distorts the specialist's desired risk exposure , the 
choice of share contract turns into 

U 
3 t = and k=O. Wt+Wtl 

Now the specialist and household no longer hold the equity claims according to their wealth contri- 

butions as the benchmark case, but with a distortion term - which equals the inverse of distortion 
on the financial constraint. Note that although agency friction ïïi doesn't enter in unconstrained 
region, both robustness parameters distort the contract share alternatively. Replacing W/l with 

asset market clearing condition (39) yields: 

/Jt - i 

By the imposed assumption that O < < i, xt should be limited within (O, i/p] . Later we will 

show that in order for the risk-free rate to be valid whenever robustness exists, xt i/p. From now 

on, we assume 

I (O,i/p] forO=Oh=O 
Xt E 

I 
(O, i/p) others. 
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In the constrained region, the share of return is determined by the incentive constraint of 

specialist. In order to prevent the specialist from shirking, households need to pay a positive 

intermediation fee and exposure price to the intermediary, thus 

/3t=1 and k>O. 
+771 

Proposition 6 Im the unconstrained region, the desired risk exposure arid optimal portfolio choice 

are 
i 

Pt amd41*=1, 
i-J_7( 

i 

I 7h phxt h 

respectively. In the constrained region, 

E = and = 
h 

(46) i+ïïi 

Proof. In the unconstrained region, T/l W/l, both households and specialists put all their wealth 

into the intermediation, such that the total risk exposure equals = ct(Wt+W/l). The equilibrium 

conditions (35) and (39) yield c* i. Given that + Wt + W/l, the risk exposure for the 
specialist can be derived as follows: 

i 
Pt. 

i-MI *_PtEt 
( i _____ 

U* *+ 
u Et 

In the constrained region, the specialist holds ¡3t = share of risk. Hence, the specialist's risk 

exposure 

E = /3tE 771Pt. 

Furthermore, the specialist's portfolio share is 

E Pt 
ct=Wt+Tth (i+ï)Wt = = 

From Figure 4, in the unconstrained region, ct = i such that the specialist invests all of the 
intermediary's equity capital into the risky asset. Once the constraint is binding. ct > i means 

the specialist holds above i00% of the total equity and borrows (ct - i)(Wt + T/l) riskless bonds. 

Risky Asset Volatility. 

Proposition 7 In the unconstrained region, 

In the constrained region, 

i \(phh_p)xt+ 
a,t=a(i+APX) p()xt+ . 

(47) 

/ h 

i + Apxj nph + ) 
(48) 0R,t01 
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Proof. The return volatility can be derived from matching the diffusion terms of equation (1), (2), 

and (41) that 
aDt / 1 \ a 

aRt I (49) 
phpt - (ph - p) P/D) h - (ph - P)/3t 

Using Proposition 6 and 5, we have 

u a / 1 
p(h_)x+ 7 1 \ 7 a 

aRt = P/D) (phh -p) Xt + 
and aRt 

= P/D) t h 'P ir 

From equation ('f?) and ('f?), price/dividend ratio increases when xt increases, thus the return 
volatilities decrease. In the constrained region, as xt drops, the constraint tightens, thus return 
volatility rises only through price/dividend ratio. However, in the unconstrained region, decreasing 

in xt not only increases ° through price/dividend ratio from the first term in parentheses of 

equation ('f?), but also decreases o through the second term. Thus, the effect of xt to is 

ambiguous in the unconstrained case. When there is no ambiguity, i.e. O 
0h 

O, a = a which 

is independent of xt. 

Lemma 8 

JU JU JU 
R,t R,t R,t daRt daRt daRt <0 >0 - <0 and = = - =0. 

dO - dO'l - dO - ' dO dO'l dO 

where denotes homogeneous ambiguity when O 
h 

'y denotes the dispersion in 

effective ambiguity aversion. 

Lemma 8 shows the opposite influence from two agents' ambiguities. From equation (49), 

the risky asset volatility come from two parts: price to dividend ratio and risk share contract. 

Price to dividend ratio is not a function of ambiguity under given wealth. In Proposition 5, 

heterogeneous agents' ambiguities have first order effect on in the unconstrained region but no 

effect in constrained region, thus first order influence the risky asset volatility. 

Risk Premium and Financial Constraint. The risk premium could be solved through optimal 
exposure supply by the specialist (27) and we have the following results. 

Proposition 9 In the unconstrained region, 

In the constrained region, 

Proof. See Appendix 5.3. 

a2'y'yh [(hh - p'y) xt + 'y] 
(50) 

= (1 + Apxt) [p (h - y) Xt + 

a2pl'y 1+ïïi = (51) 
Xt (1 + Apxt) (771ph + p)2 
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Lemma 10 

d71-t d71-t d71-t 
> . 

d71-R,t d71-R,t d71-R,t 

dO 
> O, 

deh 
> O, 

dO - , and 
dO 

> O, 
dOh 

= O, 
d 

> O 

Proof. See Appendix 5.4. It is interesting to notice that, O positively changes the risk premium 

both in the unconstrained and constrained region, while 0h also has a positive impact but only in 

the unconstrained region, as shown in Figure 5.8. 

Market Price of Risk and Uncertainty. The market price of risk is defined as the Sharpe ratio. 

Using Proposition 7 and 9 directly gets the following result. 

Proposition 11 In the unconstrained region, the market price of risk is 

In the constrained region, 

,t 
(52) 

7TR,t I 'y )i 

=a h 
(53) 

UR,t 'mp +p Xt 

In the constrained region, only the specialist ambiguity degree has first order effect on the 
Sharpe ratio. This is consistent with the argument in intermediary asset pricing that marginal 

investors rather than households truly dominate the asset market. 

Lemma 12 
d (/a) d d (/aU \ 

R,t) 

dO dO'l d 
>0, >0; 

d (rR,t/aR,t) d (rR,t/aR,t) 
, 

d (rR,t/aR,t) 
and > O, 

dOh d dO 

Proof. See Appendix 5.4. 

Exposure Price and Intermediation Fee. 

Proposition 13 In the unconstrained region, the per-unit exposure price k = O 

strained region, 

k - a2(1 +ïïi) ( _ t- 2l') I (ph + p) i - Pxt J (1 + Apxt) Xt 

Proof. See Appendix T'?. 

Lemma 14 

Proof. See Appendix 5.4. 

The Interest Rate. 

dk dk dk -->O, ->O. 

17 
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(54) 
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Proposition 15 In the unconstrained region, the interest rate is 

-(h + ) [px (h - ) + ] r _pl+t_pApxt+a (55) 

In the constrained region, 

rt + t - pApx 2 
(1 - pxt) [p (1 + ïïi) + h2h] + h7712 (phxt h) 

2 (1_px)(p+npl) xt 

Proof. See Appendix 5.4. 

Lemma 16 
£í<O ifyl<y >o ifyl<y j< 

{ dry' > if > dry' < if > dO - 
drt drt drt and--<O, >O, 

dO 
- < o. 

Proof: See Appendix 5.4. 

3.4 The Stationary Wealth Distribution 

Proposition 17 The specialist scaled wealth process follows, 

dxt = ii,tdt + a,tdZt. 
Xt 

In unconstrained region, 

(56) 

[tt Ap (1 - pxt) + a2 + a2 _ Ax + Ax + A 
2 ' 

(57) 
(1 - pxt) [p (h 

) xt + ] 

h 

Ut U 
[ 

h 
) xt + j 

-il (58) 

where A = p2 (h 
) 

(2h + ), A = p (22 3h2 2l), and A = h2 2 In 
constrained region, 

[x,t Ap (1 - pxt) + a2 + a2 _ A0x + A1x + A2 
(59) (ph + p)2 (1 - pxt) x' 

i], (60) 
i 

(ph + p) xt 

where A0 = h (h h) 2 p (p + h) + 2p2, A1 = hh2 (h + 2p) ïïi - 3p, and 

A2 

Proof. See Appendix 5.5. 
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Proposition 18 The theoretical density of specialist scaled wealth satisfies 

/ i 

C1 exp1 2[tc(s)dS C2 

( 

2[IU(s)ds) (61) f(x) a(x) Jo ag(s) ) + 2() exp 
f 

Jxc 
o(s) 

where Ci and C2 satisfy: 

1. ff(x)dx=1; 

2. continuous at Xe. 

See Appendix 5.5 for the derivation of the pdf. Define scaled household wealth x 

h PtWt 1-pxt 
Xt = 

Dt 

The wealth evolution for households is 

dW'dW 1 

wil wt i - pXt Xt 'y UR,t ) 
In our model, the effective ambiguity aversion depends on the agent's time preference. Specialists 

with a low rate of time preference are endogenously more ambiguity averse, since they care more 

about the future. As a result, their pessimistic drift distortions are greater. This is important 
because it allows households to survive in the long-run, despite their greater impatience. Our model 

produces a stationary wealth distribution as in Figure 10, with 1.64% probability the constraint 
binds annually theoretically.7 

4 Quantitative Results 

4.1 Calibrating Ambiguity Parameter Using Detection-error Probabilities 

Obtain the relative entropies and vt from household and specialist optimal robust problem, 

we finally get 

gh (xt) = a (h i) 
[ 

(ph +p)(1 - pxt) lXtE(Xmj,Xc1 + 1XtE(Xc1] 
p (h 

) xt + 

r i i 
g (xt) Vt = 1) [h (ph + p) xt 

lXtE(Xmj,Xc1 + h (Xc1] (62) 
p( -)xt+ XtE 

where Xmin mp+p and 1 denotes the indicator function. See Appendix 5.7 for the proof. Follow 

the method of Maenhout (2006), define Radon-Nikodym derivative Ç (:i,t ) 
as 

7j HK12 case, = a2 1, then - p < O. Households will eventually become extinct and 
only specialists will survive in the economy. 
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households (specialists) distorted model Ql 
(Q) with respect to approximating model P. Then log 

likelihoods for two agents are 

log ,t 
gh 

(x8) dZ8 - lf h (x8)2 ds (63) 
2 I 

- fg(xs)2ds. (64) i,t log i,t = -f g (x8) dZ8 

o 

The log of Radon-Nikodym derivative (:2,t 
) 

of the approximating model P 

with respect to households (specialists) distorted model Ql 
(Q) is 

,t log = 
ftgh 

(x8) dZ8 + gh (x8)2 ds (65) 
o 2 

It i It 
i i 2 

2,t log 2,t g (x8) dZ8 + g (x8) ds. (66) 
Jo Jo 

When approximating model P generates the data, qp measures the probability of the likelihood 

ratio of making detection errors in selecting model Q. Define 

q = Pr (d > oP, 
) 

(67) 

qp = Pr(i,t > OP,To). (68) 

Similarly, when model Q generates the data, 

q = Pr 
( > 

OQ, (69) 

qQ = Pr (2,t > OQ, To) . (70) 

Given the equal weight of prior probabilities over model P and Q, the conditional probability 
of the detection error for two agents over sample length N are 

h (oh;N) = + (71) 

1 1 
p(O;N) = qp + qc» (72) 

4.2 Measurements from Simulation 

In this section we evaluate the model's ability to match the empirical moments. We calibrate the 
model at an annual frequency and evaluate its ability to replicate key moments of asset returns and 

the probability and severity of financial crisis. We simulate 5000 years and 5000 sample paths with 

quarterly frequency based on calibrated values in Table 1. To match the data from 1970-2017, we 

report 47 years simulated results in stationary distribution. Numerically we prove that it is long 
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enough to ensure the stationary distribution of state variable xt. Also, xt is independent of the 
initial values. 

We use equity premium data from Kenneth French's website. The real risk-free rate is from 

Robert Shiller's website. The data moments and main simulated results are summarized in Table 

2. We did two calibration experiments based on parameter values in Table 1. The benchmark 
model has the ambiguity aversion parameter values close to zero.8 This model represents the 
rational expectation case where two agents have no preference for robustness. The adjacent column 

documents our main calibrated results when two agents have the same ambiguity aversion O 

0.3. 

We have the following observations. First, without ambiguity, the benchmark model cannot 

explain the equity premium puzzle. We can get 6.22% equity premium and 55.92% Sharpe ratio 
in the model compared to 6.93% and 42.86% in the data with calibrated ambiguity parameter. 
Second, we produce a lower interest rate of 1.31% compared to the benchmark model, even though 
still higher than the data. That is mainly because logarithm utility excludes the precautionary 
saving motive. Introducing recursive preference or CARA utility would modify our results. Third, 
benchmark model does not have any probabilities for the financial constraint to be binding. The 

model performs well when we consider both agents have ambiguity aversion. Figure5.8 plots the 
simulated time path for the probability of constraint binding. We see an average 3.09% annually 

the constraint binds. Fourth, the benchmark model cannot predict a severe financial crisis. With 
ambiguity, there are 33.76% probability the Sharpe ratio will exceed 72.70% (30% of the mean). 

The model also predicts a severer crisis, with 4.20% probability the Sharpe ratio exceeds 78.29% 

(40% of the mean). 

Our main story can be summarized in the simulated sample paths in Figure 12 and 13. The 

red rectangular areas indicate the time when the constraint binds. While specialists have the same 

ambiguity attitude as households (O = Oh), they are more patient than households (p < h, which 

in our model makes them more effectively ambiguity averse 'y > yh. With a decrease in specialist 

scaled wealth, the specialist becomes relatively more pessimistic. This tightens the specialist's 
capital constraint, making crisis episodes more likely. The constraint binds when households want 

to invest in the risky asset, but specialists do not. In the graph we see a rising difference in two 

agents' pessimism. This further reduces the intermediary's net worth and increases the probability 
of severe crisis. As a result, the risk premium and Sharpe ratio rise and interest rate decreases 

correspondingly. 

8j order to ensure non-degenerate distribution, we set ambiguity aversion as 0.0001 instead of O. 
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5 Conclusion 

This paper has examined the implications of ambiguity and information processing constraints for 

equilibrium asset prices in an otherwise standard He-Krishnamurthy model of intermediary asset 

pricing. We found that households with less information-processing capacity optimally choose to 

delegate their investment decisions to specialists. We also showed that when the fundamental 
volatility increases, the drift distortions and the amount of model uncertainty increase because 

specialists become relatively pessimistic, which tightens the capital constraint and accelerates the 
onset of a financial crisis. 
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Appendix 

5.1 Solving the Agents' Optimization Problems 

Proof of Proposition 1. Optimal household consumption and portfolio rule under robustness are 

cP=: (73) 

and 
h -w (rR,t _ kt) 

Et - 
T/ _ nhT/2 2 
ww w 

respectively. Guess value function takes the form 

V (,,wth;y) lnWth +Fh yh (75) 

where yh s a function of aggregate state variable xt. Now define Y and}' as a function of xt, 

dYh(xt) = idt + a,dZt 

dY(xt) = 1iy dt + aydZ. 
Using Ito's formula, 

[t',t YXtx,tXt + Yhhf(xt)a,tx (76) 

°4,t = Yxtax,txt (77) 

[ty,t Yi(xt)t,txt + Y"(xt)a,x (78) 

°y,t = Yi(xt)o,txt. (79) 

Under this conjecture, V = hwh and V = - h(wh)2 . 

Substituting these conjectures into FOCs 
p p 

(73) and (74) gives the results. 

5.2 Solving the Steady State Optimal Contract 

Following Chen and Kohn (2011), the general solution for steady state F PDE has the form 

Fz 
() = CiH (aig) + C2H (ai)g) 

where v = pZ/pg. has the series expansion given in the Appendix of Chen and Kohn (2011), 

(w) = 
{ F (viti) 

(' 

+ 
vz (vz + 2) . . . 

(vz + 2j - 2) 
w2j 

j=1 
(2j)! 

wI __________ - 
F() 

(vz+i) (Vz+3)...(Vz+2i_1)2i)} 

\ j=1 
(2j+1)! 
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5.3 Solving for the Key Moments of Asset Prices 

The risk premium Given that 

Wt 

'ya,ti3tPt ya,/3t (Pt/Dt) 
wt Xt 

we have 
U ai3F(Pt/Dt) 2h [(hh p) xt + ] 
Rt _f A \ 2 Xt +pXt) [p( -)xt+] 

in the unconstrained region. By contrast, in the constrained region, 

a,/3t(Pt/Dt) 2ph i + 771 

Xt Xt (1 + Apxt) (ïïiph + p)2 
7TR,t 

Solving the exposure price arid intermediation fee. In the constrained region, kt O. When 
household desired exposure demand (20) equals specialist exposure supply (27), i.e., E*(kt) = 

we have 
7R,t kt h 7R,t 

h 2 t 2 
'y °Rt Y°Rt 

which gives 

kt = (i _ 
phxt 

R,t (i _ 
h phx \ 

i 7R,t (80) 
i - pxt) 1-pxt! 

a2(1 + ïïi) / phyhj71x\ 
= (ph + p)2 i - pxt ) 1 + Apxt) Xt 

Solving the risk free rate. From household's Euler equation under distorted model, 

rtdt = phdt + i: 
rdcp*1 

-vartl I. 
[cp* [cp*] 

dCp* d(phW/l) d(Pt-Wt) 
cp* - phWh Pt_wt 

dWt = (EtR,t + (qt + rt)Wt - Ct) dt + UR,tEt (UR,tEtvtdt + dZt) 

dWt [17 'y i 4t 
wt [ ) UR,t j ____ 

7R t I-fi- +qt+rt-p dt+ ' dZt 

= w,tdt + rtdt + dZ (81) 
Y°R,t 

where w,t R,t 2 
_ p. Fom equation (39) and (40), we have 7aR,tI 

Pt-Wt=-%Wt=d(Pt-Wt)= (gtdt+adZt)Dt-pdWt 
p p h 
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d (Pt - W) (gtdt + adZt)Dt - pdW (gtdt + adZ) - 
D-pW - 1-px 

[ d(P - We)] Jt - pxt (qw,t + rt) = dt 
Pt-wt 1-pxt 

[ d(P - We)] 
pxt 2 

vart = dt 
Pt-wt l-pxt ) 

7 aRt 
pxt - (a_ 

( Rt 2 
pxt [-i--] -2a 

rt + - (h 
- - pqtxt 

7aR,t 7aR,t 

i - pxt 

Using the expressions for 71R,t/UR,t and q in constrained and unconstrained regions by propositions 
ii and i3, 

r = h _ pApxt + 
(h + ) (pxt (h 

) + ) 

[p(h)xt+]2 
rt = h _ pAp 2 

(i _ pxt) [p (i + ïïi) + h2h] + h2 (phxt _ h) 
Xt -U 

(i _pxt)(p+nph)2xt 
From equation (T?), 

dWt 
dWthl d(P - W) (gtdt + adZ) - 
Wh Pt_Wt i-pxt 

dWthl 

( 
i dW i dD 

wil i _ pxt ) i - pxt 
dWthl = i (dxt 

+ -U2dt"l. 
wil wt i - pxt Xt 'y aRt ) 

5.4 Comparative Analysis 

5.4.1 Risk premium. 

If h > 

U 
U2(i+O/p)(i+Oh/ph) [(php)+(oho)+(i+o/p)I] 

R,t p2xt [i + (pl p)xt] [(i + Oh/ph) _ (i + O/p) + (i + O/p) 
] 

2 

2a2 
()2 [h + 0h 

( _ 
dO 

p3xt [i + (ph p)xt] [h + 

xt>o>- h 
h+>O 

p( -) pxt 
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If > h> 1, 

If h 1, 

h _____ >-xt 
p pxt 

h i - 
pxt pxt 

2a2 (h)2 [h + + ( - 
dO 

p3xt [1 + Apxt] [h - + 
3 

i a2(1+O/p)3 
[ph - (ph -p)3]2 

d7rt a2 (i + O/p) [d13 h d13 l 
doh = [ph_ (ph p)U]3 [ 

( 
-(ph_p)u) +2 (h -) tj 

a2(i+O/p)2 ('_) (ph±(ph_p)J)(J)2 
[i + (ph p)xt]xt (ph (ph _p) 3fl3 h (i +Oh/ph) 

5.4.2 Sharpe ratio. 

oFT i p<ph_(ph_p)I <h 

d a22 (i ) (h + Ap) (U)2 
t Xt 

dO'l = hxt (i + Apxt) (ph _ Api3F)3 

d a (h + oh) xt 
2 

dO [(poh pho) xt + h (i + 0/p)]2 

d a2xt 
dO = [p (h 

) xt + 2 > 

d a (i + O/p) h (O + p) ( - Xt) 

doh - [(poh pho) xt + h (i + 

d a2 (i - pxt) 
doh - h 

[ 
(h _ 

) xt + 
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d (/a) a (i + a/p) 
[ 

(h 
) 

xt + h (i + 
/p)2] 

d [_Apxt+ph(1+/p)]2 

When Ap (h Xt + h (i + /p)2 > O, 
d(/a) 

> Hence, 

A(h_ )Xt+ph(1+/p)2 o 

h_0 
h {P <0 

Xt < 
_(l/p)2 

p(ph) = 

Take first derivative of with respect to , 

d 
_2h(i+/) 

( 
h 

Ap(pph_2)2 P __2). 

p 

_p±p2+8pph 

Since > 0, the negative root is not valid. Now show 
p+p2+8pph - 4 -++8 

3 <4<1. 

where we have used O < 4 < 1. 

<Ofor. 
p 

Thus, 

>0. 
dO 

Now show that > 1/p, 

h (i + /p)2 h 

( 
2 2\ >-pp p(ph_) p p p 

Finally, 

(+ph)2 >0 

Xt < <. 
p 

d 

- >0. 
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5.4.3 Exposure price. 

dkt a2(1 + ïïi) h (1 - pxt - pÏnxt) 
dO(ph+p)2 [1+(ph_p)xt]xt 

Since 

= = + G ) p+o 

1/Z 1 '\ 
Xt 

+ 

1-px(1+ïïi)>0. (82) 

dkt a2(1 + ïïi) h [1 - pxt (1 + ïïi)] >0. - (ph + p)2 [1 + (ph - p)xt] Xt 

5.4.4 Interest rate. 
7rRt Denote Sharpe ratio = sp, aRt 

pxt [(sP)2_2asP] +a2 
rt =ph+t_p(ph_p)xt_pqtxt_ 

1 - pxt 
drt dqt 2xt [l'sp (_ 

) 
= -pxt - 

(1 - pxt) 2 
sp + p 

] 
(83) 

'y 'y dO 

dr 2a2xtyh (1 _ pxt) -- = 
[p 

(h 
) xt + 

(h 
). 

{7fr<O ifyh<y 
0 if>. 

drt dqt 2pxt (spdsp dsp\ 
= -pxt - 

_ pxt) -a) (84) 

- 2a2pxt (1 - pxt) ( 
da/i h h 3 

p [p( -)xt+] 
r>0 ifyh<y 

d U ifyh>y. 

= 2a2Apxt [Ap (h + h) xt Apph (i + a/p)] 
d p(1+/p) [_Apxt+ph(1+/p)]3 
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dr 2a2ph (A)2 xt (1 - pxt) 
0. 

d p [-Apx +ph (i +/p)]3 

In constrained case, from equations (83) and (84), 

dr _____ a2ïïi 2xt ( _ a ( a 
+ 

a (p + O) 

dO - (771ph + p)2 xt (1 - pxt) 2 (771ph + p) xt (771ph + p) xt p (771ph + p) xt 

drt <0. (ph+p)2x 

drt PO2 >0. - (jjph + p)2 (1 - pxt) 

drt U2 771 [1 - pxt (1 + ïïi)] <0 - - (jjph + p)2 (1 - pxt) Xt 

where we used the condition (82). 

5.5 Solving the Stochastic Process of Aggregate State 

In order to derive the unconditional mean and variance of risk premium and interest rate, we need 

to know the distribution of the state variable xt. Using Ito's formula, 

dxt = d(Wt) - WtdDt dWtdDt 
[dDt dDt] 

Dt Dt D 

dx dW dD dD dW (dD\ 2 

Plug in the assumed dividend process (1) and derived specialist wealth process (81), 

dxt dWt dDt 
Xt Wt Dt 'y UR,t 

dx 

( 

2 1 4,t 
-) dt-F ( 

7TR,t _a)dZt. = 
Xt URt UR,t 

Denote E = -- drift and diffusion of aggregate state process as ,u,t and o,t, respectively. 
'YaR,t' 

[t,t=a2-t-p+qt+rt+E2-aE 

°x,t = E - o- 
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5.6 Stationary Specialist Wealth Distribution 

We can solve the stationary specialist wealth distribution explicitly. Let C = i - e [0, 1], 

E= 1-Cpx' 

(x) a2 + Ap (i - px) 
x (E2 - 2aE) + a2 

+ E2 - aE 
i - px 

(i - 2px) + () (i - pCx) (3px - i) - (i - pCx)2 
2 +Ap(l _px)+a27 

(i - px) (i - pCx)2 

/ i-px \2 
a(x)=a2C2 i_pCx) 

I2t (x) 2 [ 1 (i - pCs\ 2 

ds + f pCs)2d 
(h2 i 2ps 

ds a(x) =[J i-ps ) i-ps J (i-ps)3 
(i pC 2 1 

+2í [(i_PC5)(3Ps_i)df 
(i-ps)3 

ds] ___________________ 
s) i 

J (i-ps)3 
2 [pC2x(px_2)+2(C_i)C(px_i)log(px_i)+2C_i 

=L p(px-i) 
AppCx[p(Cx-4)+2C]+2(p-C)2log(i -px) 

--- 2p3 

+(h2 _ 

3-4px 
) 2p(px-i)2 

C(45Px)+3C(Px)2b0(Px)+3Px2 
p(px-i)2 

(C-1)[C(4px--3)--11 2C2log (px - i) - 
(px-1)2 i 

2p 
j 

+ 

Let H = p 

t(x) = a2 +Ap(i -px) +2A0X2 +Aix+A2 
(i - px) (Hx)2 

7 i - Hx \ 2 

a(x)=a2 
Hx ) 

2t(x) 7 Hx \2 Ap 

(iHx) 
Hx 

2( +2 a(x) i-Hx) (i-px) 

2A0x2 2Aix 2A2 

(i-px)(i-Hx)2 + (i-px)(i-Hx)2 + (i-px)(i-Hx)2 + 
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I2[t (x) 2 [Hx + 1-x + 2log (1 - Hx)] 

a(x) H 

2Ap H2px2 - 2Hx (H - 2p) + 
2H-p) + 2 (3p - 2H) log (1 - Hx) 

a2 H2 
H-p + (p-2H)log(1--Hx) + log(i-px) 

H2(Hx-1) H2 -2A0 
(H-p)2 

H-p - log (1 - Hx) + log (1 - px) - 2A1 
H(Hx-1) 

(H-p)2 

+ 2A2P(HX -1) log(1 - Hx) + (p - Hpx) log(1 - px) -H + p 

(H - p)2 (Hx - 1) 

5.7 Detection Error Probabilities 

Obtain the relative entropies from household and specialist optimal robust problem, 

gh(x)=vl= OlaR,tE 0h TR,tkt h_i 
phW/1 UR,t h UR,t aRt) 

In constraint case, from equation (80), 

7TR,t k phay 

aRt aRt (1 - pxt) (nph + p) 

In unconstrained case, k = 0, 

R,t k 

aRt aRt p(h -)xt+ 

gh (xt) - 
h 

[ 

hjjpha i - 
h (1 - pxt) (nph + p) p 

( - ) 
Xt + 1xtE(xc,1] lxtE(xmj,xC1 + h 

= a (h i) 
[ _ lxtE(xmj,xC1 + h 1xE(x (ph+p)(1pxt) p(-)xt+ 

OUR,tEt _ 'Y - i 
g (xt) = Vt = -_____ ____ 

pWt p aRt aRt 
r i i 

g (xt) = a ( i) [h (jjph + p) xt 
lXtE(Xmi,XC1 + h lxtE(xci1] p( -)xt+ 

where i denotes the indicator function. 
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5.8 Figures and Tables 

Constrained Region W iÌW 
Price k Exposure Supply 

{ [ 
m (IrRt 

1+8/po, 
m fIrRt\ 

Exposure Demand 

+ 
w ifo < k <km 

i 

(IrR,t 

- 
i + 8h/ph 

m Exposure 

Figure 2: Constrained Region in Equilibrium 

Unconstrained Region W < iÌW 
Price k 

Exposure Demand 
i (irR, _ k'\ Wh i+8h/p aj,t ) 

Exposure Supply 

{F 

m (IrRt) 
o, 1+8/p ifk=O, 

m (IrRt) 
i + 8/p 2 

W ifO < k < km 
R,t 

m Exposure 

Figure 3: Unconstrained Region in Equilibrium 
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SpeoiaIit Portfolio Share 
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Figure 4: Specialist Portfolio Share 
The specialist's portfolio share for risky asset o is graphed against the specialist scaled wealth xt for different 
ambiguity parameters (O and 0h) varying from 0.02 to 0.04. The threshold value xC (vertical line) separates the 
constrained (left) and unconstrained (right) region. The solid blue line shuts down the ambiguity. The left panel 
plots the portfolio share policy function with a fixed 0h 0.03 but different values of O. The middle panel fixes O = 0.03 

with different values of 0h The right panel plots the homogeneous ambiguity from two agents (O = 0h 0.3). 
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Figure 5: Risky Asset Volatility 
The risky asset volatility UR,t is graphed against the specialist scaled wealth x for different ambiguity parameters 
(o and 0h) varying from 0.02 to 0.04. The threshold value xC (vertical line) separates the constrained (left) and 
unconstrained (right) region. The solid blue line shuts down the ambiguity. The left panel plots the portfolio share 
policy function with a fixed 0h 0.03 but different values of O. The middle panel fixes O = 0.03 with different values 

of 0h The right panel plots the homogeneous ambiguity from two agents (O = 0h 0.3). 
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Figure 6: Risk Premium 
The risk premium itR,t is graphed against the specialist scaled wealth x for different ambiguity parameters (O and 0h) 

varying from 0.02 to 0.04. The threshold value xC (vertical line) separates the constrained (left) and unconstrained 
(right) region. The solid blue line shuts down the ambiguity. The left panel plots the portfolio share policy function 
with a fixed 0h 0.03 but different values of O. The middle panel fixes O = 0.03 with different values of 0h The 
right panel plots the homogeneous ambiguity from two agents (O = 0h 0.3). 
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Figure 7: Sharpe Ratio 

Sharpe Ratio 
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The Sharpe ratio 71R,t/UR,t is graphed against the specialist scaled wealth x for different ambiguity parameters 
(o and 0h) varying from 0.02 to 0.04. The threshold value xC (vertical line) separates the constrained (left) and 
unconstrained (right) region. The solid blue line shuts down the ambiguity. The left panel plots the portfolio share 
policy function with a fixed 0h 0.03 but different values of O. The middle panel fixes O = 0.03 with different values 

of 0h The right panel plots the homogeneous ambiguity from two agents (O = 0h 0.3). 
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Figure 8: Intermediation Exposure Price 
The exposure price k is graphed against the specialist scaled wealth x for different ambiguity parameters (O and 
0h) varying from 0.3 to 0.5. The threshold value xC (vertical line) separates the constrained (left) and unconstrained 
(right) region. The solid blue line shuts down the ambiguity. The left panel plots the portfolio share policy function 
with a fixed 0h 0.04 but different values of O. The middle panel fixes O = 0.04 with different values of 0h The 
right panel plots the homogeneous ambiguity from two agents (O = 0h 0.3). 
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Figure 9: Interest Rate 
Interest rate rt is graphed against the specialist scaled wealth x for different ambiguity parameters (O and 0h) varying 
from 0.02 to 0.04. The threshold value xC (vertical line) separates the constrained (left) and unconstrained (right) 
region. The solid blue line shuts down the ambiguity. The left panel plots the portfolio share policy function with a 

fixed 0h 0.03 but different values of O. The middle panel fixes O = 0.03 with different values of 0h The right panel 
plots the homogeneous ambiguity from two agents (O = 0h 0.3). 
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Figure 10: Stationary Distribution 
This figure plots the stationary distribution of specialist scaled wealth. The histogram displays the 
simulated results and the solid blue line plots the theoretical density function. The vertical red line 

separates the constrained (left) and unconstrained (right) region. 
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Figure 11: Probability of Constraint Binds 

This figure plots the time path for the probability of falling into constrained region. 
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Figure 12: 

This figure plots one sample path using calibrated values. Red rectangular regions indicate the 
constrained region. The light blue horizontal lines in the first two figures are unconditional means 

for risk premium and Sharpe Ratio, respectively. 
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Figure 13: 

This figure plots one sample path using calibrated values. Red rectangular regions indicate the 
constrained region. The light blue horizontal lines in the first two figures are unconditional means 

for risk premium and Sharpe Ratio, respectively. 
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Table 1: Parameters and Targets 
Panel A. Preferences 

p Time discount rate of specialist 0.005 
h Time discount rate of household 0.01 

O Ambiguity attitude of specialist 0.03 
0h Ambiguity attitude of household 0.03 

Panel B. Intermediation 
ïïi intermediation multiplier 4 

Mean Dividend growth rate 0.02 

a Dividend volatility 0.12 

Table 2: Measurements 
Data Model 

O 0.0001 0.03 
0h 0.0001 0.03 

'y 1.02 7 

h 1.01 4 

Risk Premium (%) 6.93 0.92 6.22 

Sharpe Ratio (%) 42.86 9.59 55.92 

Interest Rate (%) 1.02 1.59 1.31 

Interest Rate Volatility (%) 2.96 0.31 0.04 

Return Volatility (%) 16.17 9.40 11.13 

Portfolio Share 1 1.0064 

Specialist Scaled Wealth Mean 200.00 60.95 

Specialist Scaled Wealth Volatility 0.00 5.69 

Probability of Sharpe Ratio Exceed 30 % of the Mean (%) O 33.76 

Probability of Sharpe Ratio Exceed 40 % of the Mean (%) O 4.20 

Probability of Constraint Binds (%) O 3.09 

Specialist Detection Error Probability 0.25 0.29 

Household Detection Error Probability 0.25 0.28 
This table reports the unconditional simulated results. We simulate 5000 years and 5000 sample 

paths with quarterly frequency. To match the data from 1970-2017, we report 47 years simulated 

results in stationary distribution. 
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